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Welcome to Keeping dance alive 2017   

Bard to Bollywood 
Bard to Bollywood is an exciting programme involving a mass participation dance piece that 
will be taking place at a number of high profile sports events. This year’s programme is 
designed to mark the 2017 UK-India Year of Culture that was announced by former Prime 
Minister David Cameron to celebrate the UK’s cultural ties with India. The work will also 
commemorate the 400th anniversary of the death of William Shakespeare, and whose First 
Folio of work will be touring India during 2017.  
  
We encourage education and community groups of all ages and from across Essex and Barking 
& Dagenham to participate in what will be a memorable dance event at high profile sporting 
venues. This year, groups in Essex will perform at the Essex County Cricket Club ground and 
Colchester United FC ground while groups from Barking & Dagenham will perform at the Jim 
Peters Stadium.  
  
Last year our Dance Rio programme involved around 1,500 dancers. With Bard to Bollywood 
we are striving to top this with our biggest performance yet and are aiming to involve up to 
2,500 dancers. 

Groups in Essex this year will perform at Colchester Football Ground and Essex Cricket Ground 
while groups in Barking & Dagenham will perform at Jim Peters Stadium.  

However, after these dates we would very much welcome you to make use of this pack for 
years to come and Keep Dance Alive in your own events!  
 
Bard to Bollywood has been co-created and choreographed by Lucy Blazheva and Lisa 
Warnock and a team of Essex and Barking and Dagenham dance captains who will also help to 
manage the school’s delivery and our events. You will also see these young people and artists 
in our DVD tutorial which accompanies this pack.   

We are also working with Essex Music Education Hub to create something musically unique for 
our show – so a big thanks to Peter Lovell, Phil Toms and music students across Essex for their 
musical accompaniment to our programme.  
 
I look forward to seeing you all dancing!  

Gemma Wright  
Artistic Director  
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The Dance Network Association:  

The	 Dance	 Network	 Association	 is	 passionate	 about	 offering	 a	 wealth	 of	 dance	
participation	and	education	to	local	communities	in	Essex	and	its	neighbouring	counties.	

Our mission is to raise the profile of dance in Essex and further afield. We seek to do this 
through the provision of affordable high quality dance delivery for local communities, 
individuals, schools and young people more generally. 
  

We seek to: 
• increase the opportunities available for everyone in the community to engage in dance 
• encourage happy and healthy lifestyles through dance activity by promoting self-

esteem, confidence, mobility and general fitness  
• widen aspirations by providing both performance opportunities and the opportunity to 

be part of a community audience 
• enhance the quality of dance provision across the county by offering support in schools 

and through professional development programmes and qualifications 
• build a coherent and progressive dance future for Essex and its neighbouring counties 
• (above all) have fun dancing! 

CONTACT DETAILS:  

General Enquiries: info@dancenetworkassociation.org.uk  

Facebook: /thedancenetworkassociation  

Twitter: @DanceNetEssex 

Website: www.dancenetworkassociation.org.uk  
 
Address: The Dance Network Association c/o Learning and Participation at the Mercury Theatre, 

Balkerne Gate, Colchester CO1 1PT  
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GEMMA	WRIGHT	ARTISTIC	DIRECTOR		

Hello all my name is Gemma Wright and I am the Arjsjc Director and founder of 

The Dance Network Associajon. I have worked in the dance sector professionally 
since 2006, (aker graduajng from Northampton University) where I have held arts 

management posts at the Royal Academy of Dance, Trinity Laban and Dancedigital.  

My vision is simple, to raise the profile of dance in Essex and further afield. 

Please	note	that	 I	will	be	on	maternity	 leave	from	March	2017	so	 in	my	absence,	
Emma	Meek	is	your	go	to	contact.	 

Email:	gemma@dancenetworkassociaTon.org.uk			
			Phone:	07490	37	47	17		

EMMA	MEEK	DANCE	DEVELOPMENT	MANAGER		

Emma Meek trained at Bath Spa University, gaining a BA Hons in Dance 
before working at Green Candle Dance Company as the Learning & 
Parjcipajon assistant. She now works as the Dance Development Manager 
for the Dance Network Associajon which includes leading and teaching on 
various programmes, one of which is RE:Generajon - dance classes for over 
50’s in Essex. 
  
Emma also maintains her status as a contemporary and street dance arjst 
through teaching technique and creajve dance to children, adults and youth 
dance companies. Emma also keeps up her performance pracjce through 
being a member of Flux dance collecjve - Essex’ leading contemporary 
dance company. 

Please	 contact	 Emma	 as	 your	 first	 port	 of	 call	 and	 will	 be	 ‘Events	 Coordinator’	 for	 Colchester	
Football	Ground	and	‘Site	Manager’	at	the	Jim	Peters	and	Essex	Cricket	Ground		

Email:	Emma	Meek:	Emma@dancenetworkassociaTon.org.uk		
Phone:	07561	267	332		

We are here to help you so please feel free to get in touch at any stage of the project;  

Emma, I and the whole Keeping Dance Alive team wish you every success on your KEEPING DANCE 
ALIVE journey this year and look forward to working with you and your fantasjc groups to bring 
BARD TO BOLLYWOOD to life in 2017!  
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Our Partners:  

ACTIVE	ESSEX is the Sport and Physical Activity Partnership for Greater Essex with the vision:  
“To	create	a	more	physically	active	and	sporting	environment	 for	all	people	 in	Greater	Essex	
to	enable	everyone	to	participate	in	the	activity	of	their	choice	at	their	chosen	level”	

Active Essex is hosted by Essex County Council. 

For more information, please visit: http://www.activeessex.org/home/  
Or contact Dawn Catley Education Engagement Officer  
Email: Dawn.Catley@ActiveEssex.org  
Follow us on twitter @ActiveEssex 
 

BARKING	AND	DAGENHAM	SCHOOL	SPORT	PARTNERSHIP		
‘Enhancing	physical	education,	dance	and	 sport	 for	 school-aged	children	 in	 the	 fast	growing	
and	diverse	London	borough	of	Barking	and	Dagenham’	

For more info, please contact: 
Elaine Burgess School Games Manager, Barking and Dagenham SSP 
Address: Barking Abbey School, Sandringham Road, Barking IG11 9AG 
E-mail: burgesse@barkingabbeyschool.co.uk 
Follow us on twitter @BandDSSP 
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ESSEX	MUSIC	EDUCATION	HUB	(EMEH)	aims	to	provide	  
high-quality,	diverse,	sustainable	music	educa8on	 
opportuni8es	for	all	children	and	young	people.	

We	 strive	 to	 ensure	 that	 opportuni8es	 are	
available regardless of a child/young person’s 
background or circumstances, and that those 
reaping the benefits represent the varied 

demographic of the county we serve. 
EMEH offers a vast range of musical educajon – from whole-class First Access instrumental tuijon, 
to ensembles, choirs and projects across the county, as well as instrumental tuijon and hire. Working 
with partners including Dance Network Associajon, STOMP, Royal Opera House and Trinity College 
London, to name but a few, we seek to be at the forefront of music educajon and offer bursaries and 
grants to ensure that music is open to all – not just the privileged few. 
  
We have recently launched our new website: www.essexmusichub.org.uk   
Where you can get in touch with us about opportunijes available. 
Follow us on Twioer: @essexmusichub and Facebook: EssexMusicEducajonHub 
	

PHIL	TOMS		
Phil Toms is Head of School for Creajve Arts degree 
programmes at University Centre Colchester at 
Colchester Insjtute. 
He is also known internajonally as a mulj-
instrumentalist, composer and conductor and works across all genres. Phil regularly works with 
singer Judy Dyble (Fairport Convenjon) and with violinist Steve Bingham. Phil has also worked with 
Jon Anderson (Yes), Tom Newman (Tubular Bells) and David Bedford. In his spare jme, Phil is the 
daily film crijc for BBC Essex. 
  
Phil has worked with Peter Lovell to compose the Bard to Bollywood soundtrack incorporajng a 
number of musical styles performed via his workstajon synth with the addijon of sound effects and 
music composed by school pupils.  Phil is regarded for his fast turnaround on quality musical 
arrangements and composijons and this brief has been an excijng and challenging project! 
Many of the Dance Captains are Phil’s students on the Musical Theatre degree course at U.C.C. where 
they study all aspects of the industry. This project is an extension to their choreography work and 
they are excited to parjcipate in the project. 
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We	would	 like	 to	 take	 this	 Nme	 to	 thank	 all	 of	 our	 partners	 as	without	 them	 this	 programme	 could	 not	
financially	go	ahead	and	a	few	special	thank	you’s	to:		

Harriet Smith and Lucy Teed, who supported our choreographer’s at the start of the choreographic process 
with the key themes and styles within the dance.  

Sydney Russell and Jo Richardson Community School from Barking and Dagenham with a special thank you 
to the teachers Sarah England, Rebecca Simpson and Kerry Powell. Also to Jo Richardson School for allowing 
us to use your dance space for rehearsals and creajon.  

The University Centre Colchester for rehearsals and creajon and tutors to Simon Warne, Phil Toms and Andy 
Edwards for your ongoing support.  

Bobbie Gargrave, for her ongoing dance consultant support for all our Dance Network programmes but 
parjcularly supporjng Barking and Dagenham Schools in this project.  

Our videographer - Jim Horsfield  

Our designer – Rachel Prance Beresford  

T-Shirt company – Icon Branding  
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Meet the team   
Lead Artists and Co-Choreographers: 

  
LUCY	BLAZHEVA		
Lucy was awarded a full scholarship from Trinity Laban and 
embraced the BA (Hons) Dance Studies course, focusing her 
specialism within Somajc Pracjces and Contact Improvisajon 
alongside nurturing an interest in costume design.  

Aker graduajon, Lucy went on to teach at EssexDance, delivering 
dance in educajon and community sepngs, before returning to 
Trinity Laban to conjnue her professional development, studying 
the Post-Graduate Cerjficate in Dance in Educajon.  

Since then she has taught movement and introductory choreology 
at E15 Acjng School, adult Contemporary Technique at Trinity Laban 
and has previously worked at DanceEast as Community Dance Arjst 

and holds a faculty post within the Centre for Advanced Training 
(CAT) scheme, delivering classes in contemporary release technique, creajve dance and 
improvisajon. 

Lucy is visijng lecturer at University Campus Suffolk and over the past decade has worked in 
educajon, community and clinical sepngs (children’s hospitals, hospices, residenjal care homes), 
delivering dance to people of all ages and abilijes. Alongside this she conjnues to train and mentor 
arjsts, teachers and health care professionals in dance and well-being. 

Lucy is a lead arjst for The Dance Network Associajon programmes, delivering on Dance Rio, our 
teacher training programmes and bespoke schools projects.  
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Lead Artists and Co-Choreographers: 
 

LISA	WARNOCK			
Lisa is a highly experienced dance arjst, teacher 
and pracjjoner who has worked in a wide range 
of contexts during her professional career. Lisa 
completed her BA in Dance at London College of 
Dance before going on to complete her 
professional and academic studies at Trinity Laban 
in 2003 specialising in Scenography and 
Choreographic studies.   
 
Lisa is a fully qualified teacher (QTS 2005) with 
many years teaching experience and a Dance 

specialism in ages 14-19 as well experience of 
teaching dance and creajve movement within the primary sector.  Lisa now works across the region 
with various organisajons including the Acjve Learning Trust and Dance East, although most of her 
work finds her in her home county of Essex, working closely with The Dance Network Associajon.  

Lisa is a lead arjst for our teacher training programmes in partnership with Essex Teacher Training as 
well as our Youth Dance Provision. Lisa leads the community dance company, FLUX DANCE 
COLLECTIVE and is also the lead arjst for our new undergraduate dance project, REFLEX. We are 
thrilled that both groups will perform as your Dance Captains at the Essex KDA events this year.  
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Event Coordinators:  
Colchester	Football	Ground	-		EMMA	MEEK	DANCE	DEVELOPMENT	MANAGER		
(details	presented	on	page	5)	
	

Jim	Peters	Stadium	-	LEON	HAZLEWOOD		
Leon trained at the London Studio Centre for 3 years studying 
Performing Arts. As a professional dancer, singer and actor, Leon’s 
theatre credits include many credits, here are just a few: 
SHOWBOAT, A NIGHT AT THE COTTON CLUB, HOLLYWOOD AND 
BROADWAY – UK Najonal Tour with Wayne Sleep and Bonnie 
Langford, BULLIES BALLERINAS UK TOUR, ALLADIN, RIVERDANCE – 
specialist Tap Dancer.  

Leon’s numerous appearances on TV some credits include BBC TV, 
THE LATE LATE SHOW and the BRIT AWARDS. He has also appeared 
in various pop videos by BOY GEORGE, SHAKATAK, NICK LOWE, 
HANNAH, and GABRIELLE. 

Leon is also an accomplished Dance Teacher and Choreographer, 
whose work includes numerous Dance-in Educajon projects 

throughout the UK.  As a freelance dance tutor Leon has taught and collaborated on Jazz Dance 
pieces in the UK, South Africa as well as the Netherlands.  Most recently, Leon has been 
Choreographing for The London Studio Centre summer show and Kinejka Bloco. 

Leon has worked with Barking and Dagenham schools for over 10 years leading our Youth Dance 
Companies and teaching in many dance departments. He is a respected lead arjst in the Borough 
and we always see him each year to support our annual plasorms at the Broadway Theatre.  

Leon plays a key role in the Bard to Bollywood programme as our Events Coordinator this year and 
will ensure all of the schools in the correct place at the correct jme, dancing the correct steps! 
Please speak with him on the mass rehearsal and performance dates if you are unsure of anything!   
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Event Coordinators: 

Essex	Cricket	Ground	-	VANESSA	GAYTON	
Vanessa is the Dance Engagement Officer for Epping Forest District 
Council. Now based at the newly re-opened Epping Forest District 
Museum in Waltham Abbey, she is part of the Museum, Heritage and 
Culture team, developing dance and arts projects within the Community. 
The role provides opportunijes and inspirajon for children, young 
people, elders and those with varying abilijes and disabilijes and work 
is based around both performance and project work which progresses 
over a period of jme. Everyone should experience the wonders of 
dance! Vanessa explores different genres and styles, works in 
partnership with many organisajons and is keen to help develop ‘up and 
coming’ dance arjsts and teachers. 

Vanessa trained at the Arts Educajonal School, London. Her career as a performer spanned ten years 
and included television work, theatre, music videos and fashion shows which enabled her to travel 
extensively.  

Vanessa plays a key role in the Bard to Bollywood programme as our Events Coordinator for the 
cricket event! Please speak to her on the mass rehearsal and performance dates if you are unsure of 
anything!   
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Mass Coordinator:  
Jim	Peters	Stadium	-	SHARLENE	CARTER		

Sharlene Carter has been dancing since the age of 3 and has 
been teaching for over 10 years. She was part of an all female 
company called Myself UK Dance for 2 years and has done 
many presjgious shows at venues such as Sadler's Wells, The 
Place, Lilian Baylis and many more.  She has a strong passion 
for dance and is always looking for opportunijes to widen her 
skill set and contribute to passing down knowledge to the next 
generajon as they are the future! 

Dance Captains:  

COLCHESTER	FOOTBALL	GROUND		
Flux Dance Collective 
Reflex Professional Youth Dance Company  

JIM	PETERS	STADIUM		
Jo Richardson Community School  
Sydney Russell  

ESSEX	CRICKET	GROUND		
Flux Dance Collective 
Reflex Professional Youth Dance Company  
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COMMITMENT AND SUPPORT  

Keeping Dance Alive, is a fantastic way for you and your dancers to experience large scale, 
outdoor participatory dance whether they are in formal or informal settings.  

The project is designed for ease of delivery to a wide range of learners and this resource pack, 
along with the tutorial video should be used as a teaching resource and reference guide 
throughout the project. However, we can support you in a more comprehensive way should 
you feel you need it.  

This year, we strongly encourage all school and community teachers, to perform with their 
dancers. Our vision is to get everybody dancing, regardless of age and experience. We want to 
provide an opportunity for all to be involved, to celebrate dance and enjoy the building of 
communities, through movement and performance.  

For your convenience, we have also included some information in the ‘What to Expect’ section 
of this pack. With these points in mind, each school will be expected to understand their role 
in relation to the administration, delivery and event management of the project. 

HOW	TO	USE	THIS	PACK:		
This pack will guide you through all of the choreographic stages. It will offer support for 
creative tasks in the form of template lesson plans, which can be found in the appendix, along 
with the ‘set’ choreography in the ‘Step by Step Guide’ section.  
 
The accompanying DVD, aims to breakdown all sections of the dance, and is designed to work 
alongside this pack.  
You will be able to watch, learn and teach the dance in sections. Remember, bite-sized chunks, 
are a really lovely way to deliver information.  You can watch the dance in its entirety, aiding 
your dancers understanding of the narrative, or in chapters. Do whatever supports your needs, 
and nurtures your dancers learning styles.  
 
We endeavour to include as much information as we can. Should any of the information feel 
irrelevant, or overwhelming, you are free to disregard it. However, please ensure that you 
teach your dancers the correct steps and counts so that the order of the dance is accurate, 
and your teams are fully prepared for the mass rehearsal and performance days.  
 
ADDITIONAL	SUPPORT:			
If you have chosen the workshop option one of our mass coordinators, event coordinators or 
choreographers will visit your setting to deliver. These sessions are designed to support the 
delivery of the dance. Along with answering any questions surrounding themes, methods of 
adaptation, whilst nurturing the creative and choreographic process. If you have not chosen, 
the workshop packages it is not too late to upgrade at any time.  
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This	is	what	you	will	receive:		

If you are a Barking and Dagenham school, you are enjtled to receive 2 x 1 hours of FREE support in 
your sepng please write on the forms below when you would like these of workshops and you will 
be contacted to confirm your slots. 

For all others in Essex sepngs, if you have brought the workshop package please book in your 3 x 2 
hours of workshops on the forms below and you will be contact to confirm your slots. 

ALL	WORKSHOP	BOOKINGS	MUST	BE	SENT	TO	US	BY	FRIDAY	27	JANUARY	forms	on	page	62	

TO	ALL:	
If you require addijonal jme Workshops cost: £75.00 per hour. However, we highly would 
recommend that two hour slots are booked in order to get through everything needed in one session 
rather than having to return at a later stage. 

WHICH	EVENT?		
If you are a Barking and Dagenham School you will automajcally be performing at the Jim Peters 
Stadium however, if you wish to join the Essex events please let us know aker your teacher training 
date if you haven’t specified already in your inijal booking form.  

If you are an Essex School/ Group, you will be asked to choose one Essex event either Colchester 
Football Ground or Essex Cricket Ground: OR both.  

It is crucial that we know who is aoending which event by MONDAY	6	MARCH if you have not  
already confirmed on your inijal booking form. This year’s choreography is complex and depending 
on which events you are doing will depend on which cast role you are given and will affect your 
entrance and exits and where you are on the performance space in each event, this will all become 
clear as we work through this pack and the training day.        
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Whatever your level of commitment, you are required to keep your momentum, and support 
excellence from the learning stage right the way through to performance. 

Therefore, accurate teaching of the dance, regular rehearsals and high standards are expected. We 
want everyone to feel brilliant on the performance day, and with that, there will have to be hard 
work and dedicajon from each school/ community group team.   

WHAT	STYLES	OF	DANCE	ARE	INCLUDED?		
Bard to Bollywood introduces elements of classical technique in both Ballet and Kathak, as well as the 
fantasjc fusion dance genre of Bollywood (Indian dance and Hip Hop) and some elements of Yoga. 
There really is something for everyone and as usual we are on hand and more than willing to discuss 
differenjajon strategies to aid the learning experience of your group. We have included some 
informajon on this later in the pack to get you started.  
Also included are addijonal images and informajon on these styles to enrich the learning process 
with your students and hope they are of use to you.  

LEARNING	NEW	DANCE	STYLES;		
Some of these styles, and ways of arjculajng the body, will feel really foreign. It may take addijonal 
jme for some dancers to organise and co-ordinate their bodies. This is fine. Allow that jme. If you 
acknowledge the technique at the start of each class, this should allow your students to access the 
basic material and then layer on performance quality as they become more familiar with the 
movement.  
 
You will also find, safe pracjce guidelines in the appendix. These are included to aid you in safely 
introducing technical posijons, in classical dance, to growing bodies.  
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INTRODUCTION TO ‘BARD TO BOLLYWOOD’ 

This year’s choreography celebrates Shakespeare’s iconic, Romeo and Juliet. We arrive in Act 1, Scene 
5, the great hall of the Capulets. As with all good modern-day fairytales, there is of course, a twist.  

Our dance begins, with the meejng of two-star crossed lovers. Romeo and Juliet (performed as part 
of the ‘FRONT COMMISSION’). The iconic balcony scene is then created by the Dance Captains as the 
Montagues and Capulets (schools and community group teams) enter the space, prepared to out 
dance each other to emulate the famous and bioer rivalry between these families. 

This signals the start of this year’s Keeping Dance Alive: BARD TO BOLLYWOOD. 

The dancers begin with a formal dance, regal and proud. Interspersed within this, are creajve 
elements, introducing us to the delights of Shakespeare's key characters, the Noble Man, the 
Maiden, the Jester and the Villain. As our modern-day ball conjnues its playful dance, we explore the 
mysjcal arjstry and rhythmical variajons, discovered in Indian dance. Inspirajon, drawn from Shiva, 
the lord of the dance; the Nataraja, we dance upon the fragility of beauty and destrucjon, which is 
explored through Kathak.  

As we advance further into the ‘party’ we joyously leap into fast and vibrant Bollywood celebrajons. 
Only to be disrupted by the Montague’s and Capulet’s, who are unable to suppress their rivalry. We 
see inter-family quarrelling, in the shape of a dance-off, which leads into a full cast divide, the large-
scale dance off!  
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We are gladly interrupted by Romeo & Juliet, who call jme, unijng both houses, making way for a 
finale, celebrajng togetherness and union. The choreography is divided into 5 secjons excluding the 
entry and exit sequences. The choreography also includes two creajve secjons for schools and 
groups to create their own stamp on the material.  
  
Secjons are divided as follows:  

FRONT COMMISSION as menjoned above this is the opening sequence to our show and to set the 
scene. This has been created by our cast of Dance Captains specifically for each event. The full cast – 
your dancers will not dance the front commission as they will be gepng themselves into place 
(entrancing) for the start of the full cast dance.  

SECTION 1: THE COURT DANCE 
SECTION 2: SHAKESPEAREAN CHARACTERS  
SECTION 3: CREATIVE 1 (Shakespearean stories)  
SECTION 4: KATHAK 
SECTION 5A: BOLLYWOOD 
SECTION 5B: BOLLYWOOD DANCE OFF (including CREATIVE 2) 
THE EXIT: EXITING THE STAGE IN CHARACTER  

The next secjon of the pack addresses these secjons in greater detail with ideas for delivery and 
creajve work included for you to use as you feel necessary. 
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THEMES AND INSPIRATION 
SHAKESPEARE: DANCE SECTION 1 - 3 
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 
 
It is truly fascinajng to observe, that a man who influenced literature, 
art and culture, to such a phenomenal degree, in the 1500’s, has such 
a limited historic record.  
 
We know that his father was an affluent glove maker, tanner and wool 
dealer who owned property in Strasord, and took great pride and 
interest in his local community within Strasord-Upon-Avon. That 
Shakespeare's mother, Mary Arden, was the daughter of a successful 

farmer. It is suspected, that Shakespeare aoended a local Junior school and later went on to study at 
the Kings New School, where he would have learnt Lajn unjl the age of 14/15 years.  

It has been noted, his explorajon within texts, hallmarks the language and curriculum discussed 
throughout the educajon offered during this jme. From there onwards, much is a mystery.  
Shakespeare did indeed write poetry and prose, which were later admired in Royal courts. His home, 
Strasord-Upon-Avon, became a mid-way point for actors, whom Shakespeare no-doubt became 
inspired by.  
 
Was this the birth of theatre for William?  

Shakespeare’s wrijng explores the mulj-layered complexijes of land-ownership, of Royalty, infused 
passion and desire. Class, culture, laws, supersjjon, science, crime and punishment. His knowledge 
and passion of language, unfolds in rhythmic structures, explored through character. His 
sophisjcated delivery of culture, resonated in audiences, who could idenjfy with upper and lower 
classes. He achieved this, not just through the use of costume, but the use of language, social and 
physical interacjon.  

Within his wrijng, Shakespeare explored the rhythms of Iambic Pentameter, resuljng in 10 syllables 
per line e.g with the heartbeat ‘bump BUMP bump BUMP’. Iambic Pentameter, is reserved solely for 
characters most deserving, therefore establishing, through sophisjcated use of text, class and social 
posijon. This has been the inspirajon for so many composers, theatre makers, playwrights and 
choreographers.  

Inijal thoughts of Shakespeare’s most famous play, Romeo and Juliet, resonated through Prokofiev’s 
powerful interpretajon, parjcularly in the scene, Dance of the Knights. A spectacular composijon, 
exploring power and social posijon, in the weighted velvet costumes, to the depth in tone and 
composijon. 
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KEY THEMES & IDEAS FOR SECTION 1 - 3 
CHARACTERISATION	&	CONTEXTUALISATION:		
Romeo & Juliet, two star crossed lovers brought together by fate.  
A dramatic tragedy illustrating young passion and emotion, 
conflicted against family honour. An outcome dealt, by the hand 
of fate, forcing a wider population to resolve past disputes, 
enabled only through self-sacrifice.  

 

T h e M o n t a g e s a n d 
Capulets, are two of the 
m o st p o we r f u l a n d 
wealthiest of families in 
Italy. Their hatred is deeply embedded in a desire to 
become the most powerful and revered family in 
Verona. Although this is not explicitly revealed, 
Shakespeare indicates economic dealings are at the 
heart of this family feud.  

 

KEY CHARACTERS IN SHAKESPEARE’S PLAYS 

- Knights																-	Queens													-	Lords														-	Ladies												

- Witches															-	Villains															-	Heros													-	Jesters/Fools	

- Priests	
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THEMES & INSPIRATION; INDIAN DANCE 
DANCE SECTIONS 4 and 5  

Dance in India, is as beaujfully diverse as the country’s history.   
Approximately 50 million years ago, India, a conjnental plate, collided 
with Asia. The result of this impact, was the breaking of both 
conjnents coastal areas, creajng not only the world’s highest and 
youngest mountain, the Himalayas, but the growth of a magnificent 
3.287 million km² landmass.  

With this extraordinary beginning, the diversity in history, religion and folklore, breathed life and 
heritage, from each geographic landmark. A country which is rumoured to have over 1000 languages, 
able to officially record the use of 122. A country therefore without a najonal tongue, but one who 
draws upon Hindu and English as central communicators.  

Folk dances are numerous in number and style. They oken vary, according to the local tradijon of 
each state, ethnic or geographic region. Contemporary dances, include refined and experimental 
fusions of classical, folk and Western forms.  

INDIAN CLASSICAL DANCE; KATHAK 

The origins of classical dance, can be located in the Vedas, the 
most sacred of Hindu texts. Hindu belief is that there are three 
gods who are responsible for the creajon, upkeep and 
destrucjon of the world.  
Shiva, the lord of the dance; the Nataraja, is referenced 
throughout Bard to Bollywood but parjcularly in Secjon 4 where 
we ‘coil a snake’ around our necks and pay respect to this 
prominent figure of Hinduism.  

The richness of the Kings bronze sculpture, both symbolically and 
choreographically inspired aspects such as: 

These may inspire you too and we encourage you to use imagery as part of the teaching process to 
enrich the learning journey of your students.  
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YOGA 
We have also included aspects of Yoga and specifically 
the Sun Salutation in order to enrich the ideology of the 
Nataraja and to introduce participants to these exercises 
which are known to centre body and mind. 

It is no secret, that yoga is a wonderful tool for children. 
It can provide time to settle the mind, make space for 
breathing and grounding.  

This simple diagram shows a sun salutation and the basic 
positions within this exercise, which is usually performed 
at the start or end of a Yoga session.  
You should include warm up and cool down in all of your 
practical sessions as a matter of good and safe practice. 
The Sun salutation is an efficient and interesting way to do this and will calm and focus your 
team whether they are about the start rehearsals or if they need to go and settle to work in a 
classroom environment.  

BOLLYWOOD; A FUSION OF DANCE STYLES.  
Bollywood fuses and borrows from a spectrum of dance styles in the same way as Western 
Street Dance and Hip Hop styles. Common features include; high energy performance paired 
with music filled with infectious beats and melodies. Bollywood is therefore, the perfect genre 
for young dancers to learn about different dance styles and different cultures from across 
India and beyond.    
 

BACKGROUND;		
In the strictest sense of the term, 
"Bol lywood" refers to the Hindi 
culture, art, and film industry from 
Bombay.  The other film centres of 
South Asia are often referred to by 
their own designations (e.g. Lollywood 
in Lahore).   However, since the 
Bombay Hindi film industry dwarfs the 
other productions centres, the term 
"Bollywood" is generally extended to 
mean the entire South Asian film 
culture.   
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MOVEMENT	INFLUENCES;		
Classical dance forms such a, and folk dances such as Bhangra, each have their own unique 
styles, but they often share signs and meanings that are combined to create modern 
Bollywood dances. 

The movement you will learn in Section 5 of Bard to Bollywood uses all of the above with 
some distinctive Bollywood movements paired with more familiar street dance vocabulary that 
we hope you and your students will enjoy learning. You will find further information and 
resources regarding the Creative ‘DANCE OFF’ in the resource section of this pack.  

This secjon also acts as the FINALE of Bard to Bollywood. We are hoping for dynamic dance offs, 
energejc performances and a clear sense of enjoyment from all of the dancers taking part. There is a 
rich online resource of images and videos demonstrajng Bollywood Dance at its best and we would 
encourage you to use these to enrich the learning experience of your students.  

As always, we are on hand to assist with creajve tasks through workshop delivery so please get in 
touch if you would like some further support.  
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THE CHOREOGRAPHY 
Note: Each school and group, will be assigned to either: Montague (Black t-shirt) or Capulet 
(White t-shirt).  Which	will	 be	 decided	 after	MONDAY	 6	MARCH	 and	 confirmed	with	 your	
school/group, so it is crucial your paperwork is back with us on time.  

They will begin the choreography, with Montague's entering side Left and Capulets side Right.  

-   Each school/ group will be arranged into grid positions and will dance with a partner and as 
a quartet. Therefore, they will also be labelled, part A or B. 

They will only change partners, during a creative task. They will therefore, always work with 
the same partner during the dance. If you have odd numbers in your group do not fear they 
can still dance alone and join another partner group for the ‘DANCE OFF’ sections. 
  

This diagram is representajve of one 
school, consisjng of 2 x quartets.  
There is a maximum of two quartets 
across. Depth is unregulated.        
 

 
ENTRANCE	AND	EXITS;		
Entrances 
All dancers will enter the space with 
dramajc intent and this will be finalised 
and rehearsed as a whole cast on the 
Mass Rehearsal dates.  
The idea of the entrance is to ‘rally the troops into  combat’.  
Dancers will enter the space and find their home base watching the ‘Front Commission’ danced by 
the Dance Captains. Once the ‘Front Commission’ has ended we will begin the full cast dance.  

Exits	
Again during the teacher training day counts will be set with each different performance event to 
inform you of how we exit the performance space. Again this will be fully rehearsed on the Mass 
Rehearsal dates as if we were performing live on the actual day.  
We ask you to remind your dancers to be sensible and no running or stopping to chat as for some of 
the events we only have 1 minutes to exit the pitches before the games start again.  
We will be encouraging clapping, cheering and whooping as we celebrate the fantasjc work the dancers 
have just created.  
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STEP BY STEP GUIDE 
	

Counts Movement

Front	Commission	AND	ENTRANCE:	Dance	Captains,	enter	performance	area	
and	perform	during	drumming	and	start	of	the	music	which	is	designed	to	

overlap	with	the	staged	entry	of	the	Montagues	and	Capulets;	

Entry	music;		
Drumming		
(	2	minutes	)		

Montagues	enter	from	side	LeS.	
Capulets	enter	from	side	Right.	
Travelling	in	their	quartets,	the	dancers	enter	the	performance	area.	They	gesture	by	
pushing	their	leS	fist	into	their	right	palm,	rallying	one	another	for	baUle.	
They	arrive,	in	posi8on,	facing	other	‘family’	whilst	the	dance	captains	perform	a	Sari	
Dance.

Music	changes	
Ticking	clock		
cueing	all	to	1/2		
turn,	facing	out

All	dancers	are	s8ll,	as	the	front	commission	con8nues	and	look	towards	the	dance	
captains.		
As	8cking	clock	begins,	all	dancers	1/2	turn,	to	face	out	in	canon	from	your	innermost	
dancers	and	over	the	shoulder	closest	to	the	dance	captains.	
Sun	Saluta8on	is	performed	when	the	highest	note	is	reached	(this	is	clear	in	the	
music)	as	follows;	
Slowly	raise	the	arms	up	to	the	ceiling,	before	drawing	them	to	prayer	posi8on,	elbows	
wide.	Reverse	this	movement,	ending	with	the	arms,	by	the	sides	of	the	body	and	then	
quarter	turn	to	face	front	standing	in	‘ballet	first’.	

SECTIONS	1;	COURT	DANCE	

Melody	begins	
1-2	
3-4	
5-6	
7-8

B:	
Steps	away	from	partner.	
Gestures	outer	arm	forward	and	side.	
Bows	to	front	
Then	returns	to	home	base

1-2	
3-4	
5-6	
7-8

A:	steps	away	from	B,	gesturing	with	outer	arm	
Curtsy’s,	with	inside	leg	behind	and	then	returns	to	home	base.	
Recovers	curtsy	
Returns	to	home	base

1-2	
3-8

B	kneels	on	inside	leg,	presen8ng	inside	hand	to	A	
A	holds	onto	outstretched	hand,	and	walks	around	their	partner.	
Returning	to	homebase

1-2	
3-8

A	holds	posi8on	
B	walks	around	partner,	arm	closest	to	A	extends	as	other	arms	is	tucked	into	the	small	
of	the	back
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1-4	
5-8	
1-4	
5-8

A	and	B	contact	hands	
Travel	forward	4	x	steps	
travel	right	4	x	steps		
travel	back	4	x	steps		
travel	leS	4	x	steps	(to	complete	a	full	square,	ending	in	start	posi8on)

1-4 ALL	step	back	on	LeS	leg	(into	fourth	posi8on)	pulling	leS	hand	back,	as	drawing	a	bow	
and	arrow.	Releasing	on	4.

5-8 ALL	step	onto	leS	foot,	liSing	leS	arm	up	and	over	the	head,	as	if	slicing	a	sword.

1-8 ALL	Rotate	palm	of	LeS	hand	inwards,	as	you	walk	in	own	circle,	returning	to	
homebase.

1-4	 ALL	step	back	on	LeS	leg	(into	fourth	posi8on)	pulling	leS	hand	back,	as	drawing	a	bow	
and	arrow.	Releasing	on	4.

5-8 ALL	shiS	weight	forward	onto	right	foot,	liSing	leS	arm	up	and	over	the	head,	as	if	
slicing	a	sword.

1-8 ALL	Rotate	palm	of	LeS	hand	inwards,	as	you	walk	in	own	circle,	returning	to	
homebase.

1-4	
5-8	
1-4	

5-8

Raise	both	arms	from	sides	of	body	to	sky.	Palms	meet.	
Palms	pressing	together,	draw	towards	breast	bone,	ending	in	prayer	posi8on	
Press	right	hand	into	leS,	to	extend	the	leS	arm,	palm	facing	up,	hands	in	Mudra,	right	
hand	in	front	of	sternum	
Hold	the	posi8on	of	the	arms,	as	you	full	turn,	to	right.	

1-4	
5-8	

1-2	

3-4	
5-6	
7-8	

1-2	
3-4	
5-8	

1-8	x2	
1-4

CONTACT	SKILLS	
Turning	to	face	your	partner:	Cross	the	arms	and	hold	partners	hands.	
Counter-balance	away	
Return	to	standing		

A	&	B	hold	right	hands,	facing	opposite	each	other.	Bend	both	knees	and	you	counter	
balance		
Regain	your	own	weight.		
Release	hands,	B	press	on	A’s	leS	shoulder	with	leS	hand	
A	1/2	turn	over	leS	shoulder,	ending	knees	bent,	hands	touching	floor,	head	lowered.	
B	lunges	forward	on	LeS	leg,	or	they	can	turn	here,	as	you	swipe	your	leS	hand	over	A’s	
head	
A	stands	up,	facing	B	
A	liS	B’s	leS	arm,	over	their	head.	
They	change	places	then	turn	to	face	one	another	to	repeat.	

This	8me	A	will	press	on	B’s	shoulder,	aSer	the	counter	balance	
ASer	2nd	8me	through	is	complete	HOLD	x4	counts
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SECTION	2	and	3;	SHAKESPEARE	

SECTION	2;	SHAKESPEARE	CHARACTERS

1st	bar	of	13		
1-4	
5-6	

7-8

All	dancers	perform	The	Maiden:	
Step	LeS	leg	to	leS	side,	wiping	your	brow	with	your	leS	hand.	
Draw	LeS	hand	diagonally	forward,	stepping	LeS	leg	into	lunge,	ending	4th	posi8on,	
presen8ng	(UK)	wedding	ring	finger	
return	to	homebase	

2nd	bar	of	13	
1-2	

3-4	
5-6	
7-8

All	dancers	perform	The	Noble	Man:	
Step	Right	leg	strong	to	right	side.	As	your	leS	hand	holds	onto	the	inside	of	the	elbow.		

LeS	hand	pushes	right	elbow	out	to	right.	
Hold	onto	the	outside	of	the	elbow,	guiding	you	to	turn	on	the	spot,	turning	leS.	
Facing	front,	both	arms	extend	to	sky.	Draw	both	hands	sharply	towards	your	heart.

3rd	bar	of	13 REMINDER:	Each	group	will	have	assigned	a	Jester,	Noble	Man,	The	Lovers,	The	Villain	
All	JESTERS	in	each	performance	square,	will	perform	their	solo	dance.

4th	bar	of	13 ALL	MAIDENS	in	each	performance	square,	perform	solo	dance	

5th	bar	of	13 ALL	NOBLE	MEN	in	each	performance	square,	perform	solo	dance

6th	bar	of	13 ALL	VILLAINS	in	each	performance	square,	perform	solo	dance	

7th	-	12th	bar	 SECTION	3;	CREATIVE	1	(SHAKESPEARE)	
See	Appendices	for	further	resources.

13th	bar	 All	dancers	reset	to	homebase	with	heads	lowered.	

SECTION	4;	KATHAK

Sitar	Chord	
1-4	
5-8

All	heads	lij	
Step	LeS	leg	to	leS	side,	the	right	steps	behind	finishing	in	fourth,	on	the	ball	of	the	
foot.	
The	arms	cross	in	front	of	the	body	and	con8nue	to	circle	out,	finishing	with	the	arms	
outstretched	to	leS	and	right	side,	finders	in	the	Mudra	or	palms	facing	up	and	elbows	
soSened.	

1-4	

5-8

Step	on	right	foot,	keeping	arms	s8ll,	as	the	leS	bent	leg	brushes	diagonally	forward	to	
the	right,	and	off	of	the	floor.	

Lower	the	leS	leg	to	the	leS	side,	brush	right	leg	behind,	off	of	the	floor.	The	leS	arm	
draws	a	full	circle	across	the	body	to	finish	both	arms	outstretched.	Ending	with	focus	
towards	the	leS	side.	

1-8 Begin	a	confident	walk	in	your	own	circle,	travelling	right.	Allow	the	leS	arm	to	remain	
extended,	whilst	the	right	hand	rests	on	the	lower	back.
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1-2	

3-4

Facing	leS	diagonal	front,	draw	the	arms	from	the	side	of	the	body,	towards	the	waist,	
leading	from	the	elbow.	
Extend	the	arms,	inner	arm	facing	toward	the	sky.	Flexing	the	hand,	presen8ng	the	
palms	,	fingers	poin8ng	to	the	ground.	With	a	small	arch	in	the	back,	focus	to	the	sky.	

Finishing	in	a	lunge	forward	on	the	right	leg	and	lower	the	right	arm	on	4.

5-7 Grasp	the	‘snake’	with	your	leS	hand	and	draw	3	large	circles	with	the	leS	hand/arm	
above	the	head.	Right	arm	in	line	with	the	body	and	pressed	to	your	side.

8 Extend	the	leS	arm,	with	the	hand	in	a	first	as	if	pulling	away	from	the	neck.	Pull	back	
onto	leS	leg	whilst	keeping	right	foot	flexed	and	right	leg	straight.	

1-8 Return	to	homebase	in	a	wide	base,	wither	hijng	the	leS	fisted	hand	into	the	right	
open	palm.	Or	you	can	choose	to	express	4	gestures	which	represent	confronta8on	
over	2	counts	each.

KATHAK	TRAVEL

1-2 Step	to	the	leS,	right	foot	behind,	right	heel	off	of	the	floor.	Both	knees	bent.	
Right	hand	to	great	bone	with	Mudra	fingers.	LeS	arm	extended,	palm	down	or	Mudra	
fingers.	

3	
4	
5	
6	
7-8

Travelling:	Step	to	the	right		
Step	right	
Step	leS	behind	
Step	right	
Step	leS	in	front		
Turn	to	the	right,	on	right	leg,	slicing	with	leS	arm,	finishing	front.

1-4	

5-6 

7	
8	
9	
10	
11-12

Arms	arrive	in	prayer	posi8on,	release	the	upper	body	over	the	legs,	bending	legs.	
Relaxing	the	head,	recover	to	upright.	
Step	out	on	right	leg,	leS	foot	comes	behind.	Right	arm	extends,	Mudra	fingers,	leS	
hand	to	chest.	

Travelling:	Step	to	the	LeS	
Step	LeS	
Step	right	behind	
Step	LeS		
Step	right	in	front	
Turn	to	the	leS,	on	the	leS,	slicing	with	leS	hand.	Finish	facing	front,	with	the	hands	in	
prayer	posi8on,	in	front	of	the	breast	bone.

SECTION	5A;	BOLLYWOOD

1-8 Standing	with	feet	in	parallel.	LiS	the	right	heel,	hands	in	prayer	posi8on,	elbows	wide.	
Pulse	through	the	heel,	to	create	8x	hip	and	arm	isola8ons.	
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1-2	

3-4	
5-6	
7-8

Step	on	the	right	foot,	drawing	leS	leg	to	parallel.	Circle	leS	arm	from	back,	overhead,	
body	res8ng	over	legs,	joining	palms.	
Step	leS	forward,	step	leS	back,	opening	the	leS	arm,	liSing	the	body		
Return	on	the	right	leg,	leS	joins,	leS	arm	circles	as	the	body	rests	over	the	legs.	
Step	leS	leg	back,	opening	the	leS	arm	and	liSing	the	body.	
This	movement	can	be	jumped	or	stepped.

1-8 ‘Screw	the	lightbulb’;	pivot	on	right	leg,	pushing	off	leS	foot	to	spring	through	the	turn	
as	the	right	arm	extends	above	the	head,	the	leS	extends	to	the	side,	as	the	hands	
repeat	rota8ons.		

1	

2	
3	
4	
5-6	

7-8

Funky	Arms	
Either	standing	in	parallel,	or	pushing	by	dropping	into	the	right	foot	and	stepping	up	
onto	the	ball	of	the	leS	foot.	Extend	the	right	arm	to	the	right	side,	leS	arm	bent	and	
palm	down	
Swap	to	the	leS.	
Both	arms	extend	to	the	ceiling.	Bend	at	the	elbow,	palms	facing	inward.	
Then	drop	the	arms	to	the	side	of	the	body.	
Step	to	the	leS	side,	with	the	leS,	right	fist	comes	across	the	face,	then	opens	as	if	
opening	a	window	or	curtain	and	you	are	looking	out	of	it.	
Step	open	on	the	right	leg,	the	leS	fisted	arm	across	the	face	to	repeat.	

1-4	

5-8

Step	leS	leg	behind,	as	you	draw	the	arms	from	the	sides	of	the	body	forward,	shiSing	
the	weight	back	into	the	leS	foot.	The	arms	folding	toward	the	breastbone,	to	
represent	a	waterfall	
Allow	the	focus	to	rise	toward	the	ceiling,	encouraging	the	back	to	arch.	
As	you	recover	turn	180	degrees	over	the	leS	shoulder	to	face	the	‘back’

1-8 REPEAT	PHRASE.	Standing	with	feet	in	parallel.	LiS	the	right	heel,	hands	in	prayer	
posi8on,	elbows	wide.	Pulse	through	the	heel,	to	create	8	hip	and	arm	isola8ons.

1-2	

3-4	
5-6	
7-8

Step	on	the	right	foot,	drawing	leS	leg	to	parallel.	Circle	leS	arm	from	back,	overhead,	
body	res8ng	over	legs,	joining	palms.	
Step	leS	forward,	step	leS	back,	opening	the	leS	arm,	liSing	the	body		
Return	on	the	right	leg,	leS	joins,	leS	arm	circles	as	the	body	rests	over	the	legs.	
Step	leS	leg	back,	opening	the	leS	arm	and	liSing	the	body.	
This	movement	can	be	jumped	or	stepped.

1-8 ‘Screw	the	lightbulb’;	pivot	on	right	leg,	pushing	off	leS	foot	to	spring	through	the	turn	
as	the	right	arm	extends	above	the	head,	the	leS	extends	to	the	side,	as	the	hands	
repeat	rota8ons.		
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1	

2	
3	
4	
5-6	

7-8

Funky	Arms	
Either	standing	in	parallel,	or	pushing	by	dropping	into	the	right	foot	and	stepping	up	
onto	the	ball	of	the	leS	foot.	Extend	the	right	arm	to	the	right	side,	leS	arm	bent	and	
palm	down	
Swap	to	the	leS.	
Both	arms	extend	to	the	ceiling.	Bend	at	the	elbow,	palms	facing	inward.	
Then	drop	the	arms	to	the	side	of	the	body.	
Step	to	the	leS	side,	with	the	leS,	right	fist	comes	across	the	face,	then	opens	as	if	
opening	a	window	or	curtain	and	you	are	looking	out	of	it.	
Step	open	on	the	right	leg,	the	leS	fisted	arm	across	the	face	to	repeat.	

1-4	

5-8

Step	leS	leg	behind,	as	you	draw	the	arms	from	the	sides	of	the	body	forward,	shiSing	
the	weight	back	into	the	leS	foot.	The	arms	folding	toward	the	breastbone,	to	
represent	a	waterfall	
Allow	the	focus	to	rise	toward	the	ceiling,	encouraging	the	back	to	arch.	
As	you	recover	turn	180	degrees	over	the	leS	shoulder	to	face	the	‘front’

1-2	
3-4	
5-6	
7-8

Step	to	the	leS,	right	leg	behind	on	the	ball	of	the	foot,	knees	bent.	
Hands	open	to	sides	elbows	bent	
Reset	in	parallel	hands	in	prayer	posi8on	
Step	to	the	right,	leS	leg	behind	on	the	ball	of	the	foot,	knees	bent,	hands	open	to	the	
sides,	elbows	bent.	
Rest	in	parallel,	hands	in	prayer	posi8on.	

1-2	

3-4	
5-6	

7-8

(Step	ball	change)	
With	the	hands	in	prayer	posi8on,	curve	the	back,	looking	to	the	floor,	step	ball	change	
as	you	do	this	
Bring	body	upright	and	focus	up	to	the	ceiling.	Step	ball	change	as	you	do	this.	
With	the	hands	in	prayer	posi8on,	curve	the	back,	looking	to	the	floor,	step	ball	change	
as	you	do	this.	
Bring	body	upright	and	focus	up	to	the	ceiling.	Step	ball	change	as	you	do	this.

SECTION	5B:	DANCE	OFF	
This	is	the	2nd	Crea8ve	Sec8on.	Details,	including	a	template	lesson	plan,	can	be	found	in	the	appendix.

8x8	Bars	 Star8ng	with	B’s,	they	perform	their	8	count’s	to	partner	A.	Then	swap	over.	Totalling	
4x	exchanges.

1-8 Dance	Captains	Shout	out	and	gestures	to	STOP.	Everyone	freezes.

1-2	
3-4	
5-6	
7-8

Arms	extend	to	the	ceiling	
Sharply	pull	to	wide	high	‘V’	
Then	to	a	low	‘V’	
Then	to	sides	of	the	body	

Repeat	Bollywood,	but	as	a	Montague	and	Capulet	Dance	Off
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1-6	

7-8

Capulets	Dance	(Montagues	Watch	them)	
Standing	with	feet	in	parallel.	LiS	the	right	heel,	hands	in	prayer	posi8on,	elbows	wide.	
Pulse	through	the	heel,	to	create	6x	hip	and	arm	isola8ons.	
Step	Right	leg	out	to	finish	in	wide	stance,	looking	at	opposite	‘family’

1-6	

7-8

Montagues	Dance	(Capulets	Watch	them)	
Standing	with	feet	in	parallel.	LiS	the	right	heel,	hands	in	prayer	posi8on,	elbows	wide.	
Pulse	through	the	heel,	to	create	6x	hip	and	arm	isola8ons.	
Step	Right	leg	out	to	finish	in	wide	stance,	looking	at	opposite	‘family’

1-2	

3-4	
5-6	
7-8

Caputlets	Dance	(Montagues	Watch	them)		
Step	on	the	right	foot,	drawing	leS	leg	to	parallel.	Circle	leS	arm	from	back,	overhead,	
body	res8ng	over	legs,	joining	palms.	
Step	leS	forward,	step	leS	back,	opening	the	leS	arm,	liSing	the	body		
Return	on	the	right	leg,	leS	joins,	leS	arm	circles	as	the	body	rests	over	the	legs.	
Step	leS	leg	back,	opening	the	leS	arm	and	liSing	the	body.	Finish	legs	wide	stance.	
Looking	at	opposite	‘family’

1-2	

3-4	
5-6	
7-8

Montagues	Dance	(Capulets	Watch	them)	
Step	on	the	right	foot,	drawing	leS	leg	to	parallel.	Circle	leS	arm	from	back,	overhead,	
body	res8ng	over	legs,	joining	palms.	
Step	leS	forward,	step	leS	back,	opening	the	leS	arm,	liSing	the	body		
Return	on	the	right	leg,	leS	joins,	leS	arm	circles	as	the	body	rests	over	the	legs.	
Step	leS	leg	back,	opening	the	leS	arm	and	liSing	the	body.	
Looking	at	opposite	‘family’

1-8
FULL	CAST	DANCES:	
‘Screw	the	lightbulb’;	pivot	on	right	leg,	pushing	off	leS	foot	to	spring	through	the	turn	
as	the	right	arm	extends	above	the	head,	the	leS	extends	to	the	side,	as	the	hands	
repeat	rota8ons.			

1	

2	
3	
4	
5-6	

7-8

Funky	Arms	
Either	standing	in	parallel,	or	pushing	by	dropping	into	the	right	foot	and	stepping	up	
onto	the	ball	of	the	leS	foot.	Extend	the	right	arm	to	the	right	side,	leS	arm	bent	and	
palm	down	
Swap	to	the	leS.	
Both	arms	extend	to	the	ceiling.	Bend	at	the	elbow,	palms	facing	inward.	
Then	drop	the	arms	to	the	side	of	the	body.	
Step	to	the	leS	side,	with	the	leS,	right	fist	comes	across	the	face,	then	opens	as	if	
opening	a	window	or	curtain	and	you	are	looking	out	of	it.	
Step	open	on	the	right	leg,	the	leS	fisted	arm	across	the	face	to	repeat.	

1-4	

5-8

Step	leS	leg	behind,	as	you	draw	the	arms	from	the	sides	of	the	body	forward,	shiSing	
the	weight	back	into	the	leS	foot.	The	arms	folding	toward	the	breastbone,	to	
represent	a	waterfall	
Allow	the	focus	to	rise	toward	the	ceiling,	encouraging	the	back	to	arch.	
Finish	in	homebase
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NOTE:	As	the	full	cast	are	performing	the	‘pulse’	ending,	the	Dance	Captain,	con8nue	their	‘front	
commission’	to	conclude	the	performance.

1-4	
5-8

All	turn	to	face	centre.	Upper	body	folded	over	bent	legs.	
Step	the	right	leg	out,	draw	back	the	right	elbow,	Mudra	hand,	leS	hand	extended.

1-4	
5-8

Return	to	centre,	upper	body	folded	over	bent	legs.	
Step	the	leS	leg	out,	draw	back	the	leS	elbow,	Mudra	hand,	right	hand	extended.

1-8	
1-8

Slowly	return	to	face	in,	body	over	the	legs.	
SLOW	MOTION	EXPLOSION	(there	is	a	clear	musical	cue	to	this).	
Slowly	ripple	the	body,	and	turn	over	the	right	should	to	crouch	facing	outwards	and	
towards	exit	direc8on.

EXIT	MUSIC:	When	this	begins,	all	dancers	will	start	to	move	out	of	the	space,	clapping	in	8me	and	then	
exi8ng	with	energy,	as	the	audience	applaud.		
THE	ENTRANCE	AND	EXIT	OF	DANCERS,	WILL	BE	REHEARSED	AT	THE	MASS	REHEARSAL.	
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COSTUMES  

T-SHIRTS	
As part of this performance, all dancers will be provided with a branded t-shirt that corresponds to 
their family/team within the dance. The t-shirt must be worn by all members of your group, including 
teachers/ arjsts/ teaching assistants and any other adult chaperones that are performing.  

The t-shirt colours are; MONTAGUES wear Black & CAPULETS wear White  
 
Please ensure you complete the order form, and return it to the Dance Development Manager by 
MONDAY	6	MARCH	2017. The costumes are an integral part of the performance and we want to 
make sure you have the appropriate sizes for your group.  We cannot do this without your paperwork 
so please get it in on jme or t-shirts will not be ordered and you will not be able to perform with us.  

T-shirts will be given out on your mass rehearsal day (if you are performing in more than one event t-
shirts will be given to you on the earliest mass rehearsal date).  
T-shirts may not	be customized as they have in previous years.  

Jeans/jeggings	
All dancers will need to provide a pair of blue jeans or ‘jeggings’. These can be any shade of blue as 
this is the desired effect we are looking for. Please make sure the jeans are bought to a rehearsal 
prior to the performance to ensure that the dancer can actually dance in them and that they are 
suitably secure and not going to slip or ride up during the performance. A belt is advisable especially 
in the case of loose fipng jeans. Please also be aware that ripped jeans are not preferable for this 
project. If a dancer wishes to wear ripped jeans they will need to wear black jghts or leggings 
underneath or patch them from underneath the ripped area with black material.  

PLEASE NOTE; The Dance Network Associajon will not be providing jeans for this project and the 
responsibility for parjcipant’s appearance and having a complete costume lies with the group 
leader/ teacher in charge of that group.  

Footwear	
Each performance takes place outdoors. We cannot control the Brijsh weather, but we can anjcipate 
the grounds condijons.  
At both Colchester United stadium and Essex Cricket Ground, the performance area is a grass sports 
pitch.  
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At Jim Peters Stadium, the performance will take place on an athlejcs track. Therefore, we would 
recommend comfortable, and supporjve trainers, preferably dark in colour. We understand that it 
may be difficult to source trainers, therefore, plimsolls are permioed, provided they are supporjve.  

Hair	and	make-up	
All hair should be neat and jdy. Windy condijons could cause hair to blow into faces obscuring vision 
and causing hazards parjcularly whilst performing. Therefore, could you ensure all long hair is in a 
plaited style for example French plaits or a bun. Short hair should be styled to ensure fringes are not 
in dancer’s eyes and using spray or gel. For example, gelled neatly in a side parjng or shorter fringes 
secured with grips or in a plait. We recommend bringing extra hair clips, bands and hairspray as a 
‘just in case’ measure.  

Make-up is not a requirement but if it is worn please use your discrejon to ensure it is appropriate 
and not radically different to an ‘everyday’ look.  

Again, the appearance of your dancers is your responsibility and we need to be mindful of the fact 
that loose grips and costume falling onto a sports pitch is likely to cause inconvenience to the ground 
and the fixture. Please ensure everything your dancers are wearing is secure prior to the 
performance and NO JEWELLERY AT ALL for health and safety reasons.  

We would recommend you aoend with a lidded plasjc crate or box clearly labeled with your school’s 
or groups name and a contact number so that any ‘bits and bobs’ can be stored there while you 
perform. We cannot take responsibility for the loss or damage of personal belongings so please 
encourage parjcipants to leave valuables at home.  

If you have any problems or quesjons about costume or any of the above, please contact us.   
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WHAT TO EXPECT…. 

Administration, delivery and event management of the project. 

Once you have learned and taught BARD TO BOLLYWOOD we will then enter the final stage of 
the project. 
Here you will find some information about what this will involve and also more about the 
performance day itself.  

THE	MASS	REHEARSALS		

The main purpose of each mass rehearsal is to have an opportunity for all the groups to 
rehearse and perform the choreography together as a whole group. It also gives us the 
opportunity to meet and work with you and your groups and also address any last minute 
issues if and when they arise. At each event you will be asked to sign in and will then be 
directed to the rehearsal space and given a schedule for the day.  

The rehearsals will take place outside in any weather so please make sure that dancers are 
dressed for all occasions.  In extreme wet weather circumstances we may have to cancel the 
rehearsal and re-schedule it but this would be a ‘worst case’ scenario.  
Please also make sure that dancers have sunscreen applied and hey have some to reapply in 
break times and have water to keep hydrated in hot weather – sun caps can also be worn for 
mass rehearsals but not for the performance.  

At each ground the restrictions on our rehearsals are slightly different and we are not always 
allowed to rehearse in the exact location of our performance. However, additional spaces on 
site or near to the grounds will be used if we cannot access the grounds. Additional risk 
assessments will be sent to you and you will be fully informed if this is the case.   

On the day of the Mass rehearsals and the performances, the KDA team will be present but 
slightly different for each cast/event: The	Dance	Network	Association:	Dance	Development	
Manager;	 Emma	 Meek	 will	 be	 at	 every	 event	 so	 please	 use	 her	 as	 your	 main	 point	 of	
contact.	 

The team will be using a small PA and/or megaphone to communicate with you all. It is 
therefore essential that you are with your groups throughout the mass rehearsal and 
encouraging a quiet and orderly rehearsal. We also require that you have a second member of 
staff to attend toilet breaks or other medical needs so that we are adequately covered in 
terms of health and safety provision.  
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These dates will be lengthy days and we will be outside all day, so please ensure your dancers 
come with:  
--- Layers of clothing including coats/hoodies 
--- Snacks and drinks 
--- Lunch 
--- Reading book to keep them amused if we are working with particular groups at any time. 
--- We are unable to take responsibility for lost items so please ensure your dancers do not 
bring valuable items with them 

ADDRESS	DETAILS	OF	EACH	MASS	REHEARSAL	GROUND	

Venue:	Colchester	Football	Ground	
Address: The Weston Homes Community Stadium, United Way, Colchester, Essex. CO4 5UP 
Parking: You can park in the grounds carpark for free on this day. 

Venue:	Essex	Cricket	Ground	
Address: New Wriole Street, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 0PG 
Parking: There is no parking at Essex Cricket Ground so if you are arriving by coach we suggest 
that you drop off in the street adjacent to the grounds (as you will not be able to turn a coach in the 
grounds) and walk into the grounds. OR there are many local pay and display car parks. 

In Chelmsford City Centre, the High Chelmer Mulj-Storey Car Park is a 5-minute walk to the 
Ground and can be accessed via New London Road aker turning lek off Parkway.  
The Sat Nav postcode for this car park is CM1 1LU.  

Address: Moulsham Street (George Street) Car Park can be accessed via New London Road and again, 
is a 5 minute walk via New Wriole Street. The postcode for this car park is CM2 0LG. 

Venue:	Jim	Peters	Stadium	
Address: Mayesbrook Park, Lodge Avenue, RM8 2JR  
Parking: You can park in the Barking Sporthouse car park for free on this day adjacent to the Jim 
Peters Stadium but please note that parking is limited and we do not have specific designated spaces, 
so please arrive early to avoid disappointment.  
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MASS	REHEARSAL	DATES,	TIMES	AND	TEAM	INFORMATION 

LocaTon	 Time	 Date	 Team

Colchester	United	
Football	Stadium

Arrival	and	sign	in	9.30am		
Start	10.00am	
Finish	13.30pm

Wednesday		
26	April	2017	

Site	Manager	and	Events	
Coordinator:	Emma	Meek	

Choreographers:	Lucy	Blazheva	and	
Lisa	Warnock		

Dance	Captains:	REFLEX	Youth	Dance	
Company

Essex	Cricket	
Ground,	
Chelmsford

Arrival	and	sign	in	9.30am		
Start	10.00am	
Finish	13.30pm

TBC Site	Manager:	Emma	Meek	

Events	Coordinator	for	sign	in	school/
group	support:	Vanessa	Gayton	

Choreographers:	Lucy	Blazheva	and	
Lisa	Warnock	

Dance	Captains:	REFLEX	Youth	Dance	
Company	and	Harlow	College

Jim	Peters	Athle8c	
Stadium	
(B&D	Groups	
ONLY)

Arrival	and	sign	in	9.30am		
Start	10.00am	
Finish	13.30pm

Thursday	
18th	May	
2017

Site	Manager:	Emma	Meek	

Evens	Coordinator	for	schools	sign	in:	
Leon	Hazelwood	

Choreographer:	Lisa	Warnock	

Mass	Coordinator	suppor8ng	schools	
and	Leading	Dance	Captains:	
Sharlene	Carter	

Dance	Captains:	Sydney	Russel	and	Jo	
Richardson	Schools
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LEADING	YOUR	GROUP	AT	THE	REHEARSAL;		
As we have already menjoned at least one leader/ member of staff should perform with each group 
and will also need to be responsible for ensuring that your group is sat in the right area, held in the 
right holding posijon, performing in the correct performance posijon and exijng at the correct exit. 
If you do not have a member of staff available or willing to carry out this role, then please elect a 
student leader from your group who is able to assist you effecjvely.		

PLEASE	NOTE;		

THERE	WILL	BE	NO	REHEARSAL	IMMEDIATELY	PRIOR	TO	THE	COLCHESTER	UNITED	EVENT	OR	THE	
ESSEX	CRICKET	GROUND	EVENT due to restricjons on the use of the performance area.  

We will send all of the final informajon regarding the Mass Rehearsals over the coming weeks and 
would like to stress that they are a compulsory part of the project and essenjal preparajon for the 
performances to run smoothly.  

GENERAL	DETAILS	ABOUT	PERFORMANCE	DATES;		

On the day of the performances you will need to sign in with our, Event Coordinator and/or Mass 
Coordinator, you will be given a printed schedule and pitch plan for your reference. You will then be 
allocated your seajng area and asked to seat your groups. Please make sure your groups are already 
in costume and have snacks and drinks as well as warm layers in order to keep warm whilst they are 
sipng down watching the first half of the fixture.  

The KDA team will be seated with you and will indicate when it is jme for you to move to the 
‘holding area’ to prepare for entry to the performance space. Please ensure at this stage that all 
dancers have removed jackets and are in full costume at this stage as personal items cannot be lek 
pitch side. You will then be cued to enter the performance space and will lead your group to their 
performance locajon, which will have been rehearsed at the Mass Rehearsal and will also be 
indicated on the grid plan given to you in advance.  

At the end of the performance the exit music will indicate when to leave the pitch. Please ensure 
your group return to their seats in an orderly fashion and do not allow them to run or stop route.  

Your group members aker the performance are your responsibility and we will ask you to ensure you 
have signed out your groups and filled in an evaluajon form before leaving.  

For Colchester Football Ground you will be unable to exit the stadium unjl 5pm so dancers / schools 
and groups will need to stay with their dancers at all jmes unjl parents collect aker the game.  

For Essex Cricket Ground and Jim Peters Stadium these dates are more relaxed and dancers are free 
to leave with parents directly aker the performance or can sit and watch the second half of the 
match with their group leader.  
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If they are leaving at half jme, please arrange to meet parents outside of the seajng area and follow 
your usual protocol for parents picking up children.  

The Dance Network Associajon are not responsible for ensuring children are collected so please do 
not leave the event without ensuring every member of your group has been safely discharged and 
follow your own protocol as you would on any other school trip or group visit.  

PERFORMANCE	PREPARATION	FOR	JIM	PETERS	STADIUM:		

In addijon to the above, you may also be aware that this performance takes place in the morning in 
the lead up to the QuadKids athlejcs and we must sjck to jght schedule or the athlejcs will begin 
before or aker we have finished performing. Please help us to help you by arriving promptly at the 
jme confirmed and by being in the correct place at the right jme. This will help us to keep track of 
groups and also to make sure we do manage to rehearse and prepare the dancers effecjvely.  

PERFORMANCE	POSITION:	

We have designed the performance to be enjoyed from every seat in the stadium/grounds. However, 
there is a natural ‘front’ to the choreography and this will also be the facing of the professional 
filming and where the team will stand to view and cue the performance. Below you will find 
overhead plans for both grounds and a proposed indicajon of the performance posijon and facing 
to give you a reference.  A more detailed grid plan will be share with you at the mass rehearsal so 
that you know where exactly your group will be located.  

PARENTS/FAMILY	 AND	 FRIENDS	 MUST	 NOT	 BE	 SEATED	 WITH	 DANCERS	 AT	 ANY	 EVENTS	 TO	
ENSURE	WE	ONLY	HAVE	OUR	DANCERS	PRESENT	 IN	THE	SPACES	ALLOCATED	TO	US.	SEATING	 IS	
LIMITED	TO	OUR	DANCERS	ONLY.		
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THE	PERFORMANCE:	DAYS,	DATES,	TIMES,	TEAMS	AND	PERFORMANCE	INFORMATION	

LocaTon	 Time	 Date	 Team

Colchester	United	
Football	Stadium

Arrival	and	sign	in:	1.00pm	
Game	starts:	3.00pm		
Perform	approx:	3.50pm		
Finish	&	sign	out	approx:	4.00pm	
Game	Finishes	approx	5.00pm

Saturday		
6th	May		
2017	

Site	Manager	and	Events	Coordinator:	
Emma	Meek	

Choreographers:	Lucy	Blazheva	and	Lisa	
Warnock		

Dance	Captains:	REFLEX	Youth	Dance	
Company

Essex	Cricket	
Ground,	
Chelmsford

Arrival	and	sign	in:	6.00pm	
Game	starts:	7.00pm		
Perform	approx:	8.15pm	
Finish	&	sign	out	approx:	8.30	
Game	finishes	approx:	9.45pm

Tuesday	
4th	July		
2017

Site	Manager:	Emma	Meek	

Events	Coordinator	for	sign	in	school/
group	support:	Vanessa	Gayton	

Choreographers:	Lucy	Blazheva	and	Lisa	
Warnock	

Dance	Captains:	REFLEX	Youth	Dance	
Company	and	Harlow	College

Jim	Peters	
Athle8c	Stadium	
(B&D	Groups	
ONLY)

Arrival	and	sign	in:	8.00am	
Rehearsal:	8.30am	
Performance:	9.30am	
Finish:	9.45am	

Thursday	
18th	May		
2017

Site	Manager:	Emma	Meek	

Evens	Coordinator	for	schools	sign	in:	
Leon	Hazelwood	

Choreographers:	Lisa	Warnock	

Mass	Coordinator	suppor8ng	schools	
and	Leading	Dance	Captains:	Sharlene	
Carter	

Dance	Captains:	Sydney	Russel	and	Jo	
Richardson	Schools
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FUTHER	IMPORTANT	INFORMATION	ABOUT	PERFORMANCE	DATES:		

EVENT	ETIQUETTE;		
Essex	Cricket	Ground	and	Colchester	Football	Ground	
At both Essex events there is a large public presence many of whom will have paid to see the sporjng 
fixture in quesjon. Therefore, we need to be respecsul of this and make sure our excited performers 
are sipng appropriately during play. We make every effort to ensure that our performers are sipng 
in their own area to avoid disrupjon to others but as with any sporjng event of this nature, seat 
allocajon may not be followed by paying jcket holders, and we will be expected to keep our 
performers seated wherever possible to avoid negajvely impacjng other people’s enjoyment of the 
game.  

Jim	Peters	Stadium		
This event differs in that the event is performed to friends and family and outside the confines of a 
live sporjng event. However much of the informajon for the Essex events, applies to this event also 
so please sjll read this and use for reference.  

At this event there will be jme for a rehearsal prior to the performance, which will allow leaders and 
groups to re familiarize themselves from the Mass rehearsal day.  

Our Dance Captains at this event will be younger than last year’s team and therefore will be led and 
supervised in the same way as school groups. It is therefore very important that a member of staff 
performs with each group so that they are able to transit on and off smoothly and perform to the 
best of their ability.  

EVENT:	Colchester	Football	Ground		
Address: The Weston Homes Community Stadium, United Way, Colchester, Essex. CO4 5UP  

TICKETS: 
Our jckets for the game are free of charge (dancers and leads ONLY) and will be allocated by what 
details you have given on your registers handed in on MONDAY	6	MARCH	2017 if this changes you 
MUST tell us before the 31	MARCH or your dancers/chaperones may not be allocated seats and you 
will have to pay full price.  

As there are around 700 children taking part this year the football ground are unable to take 
individual bookings unless booked by the school and groups direct. Schools will also be known to the 
grounds in order to book at reduced rates.  

As a school/group you will need to collate the money for your parents/guardians jckets and call the 
number below in order to book your jckets for the event.  
To book jckets please call Colchester United Football Club, there is a special family enclosure in the 
East wing and this area will be held for us only to book jckets at a reduced price unjl 31 March 2016. 
Aker this jme these jckets will be open to the public and go back up to the full rate.  
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If you would like to purchase jckets please call the FOOTBALL GROUND ON:  
Telephone: +44 (0)1206 755146 Ext: 1146 Fax: +44 (0)1206 755149  

PARKING:		
YOU ARE UNABLE TO PARK AT COLCHESTER FOOTBALL GROUND FOR FREE  
As a school or for parent informajon:  
If you would like to park at the event there is a small charge at £6.00 to park but can be pre-booked 
online at www.colujckets.com (including a Print At Home service) or via the Ticket Office by calling 
0845 437 9089.  

I would suggest that you as a school/group book your jckets ASAP to avoid having transport/parking 
issues on the day.  

OR take advantage of the local park and ride.  

Park & Ride Car Park  
A new Colchester Town Centre Park and Ride service has been recently introduced, the car park to 
which is situated on the opposite side of the A12 to the Weston Homes Stadium (signposted just off 
Juncjon 28). This car park has 1,000 spaces and fans aoending games are welcome to use the car 
park. It costs £3 to park there.  

From the car park it is then a relajvely short walk five minute across the A12 bridge to the stadium. 
There is also a McDonalds restaurant located next to the Park and Ride.  

TOILETS:	
We do not have a pracjce or a holding area on the football site so if you need to go to the bathroom 
we ask to make sure you do this in advance of the performance, there are bathrooms situated all 
around the pitch grounds.   

FOOD	AND	REFRESHMENTS:		
There is a café just behind our seajng area but please refrain from lepng children buy drinks and 
food unjl we have performed. Also as a lead chaperone for your ground can I remind you that 
alcoholic beverages should not be consumed, and we must remind you that we are not responsible 
for your dancers.  
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COLCHESTER	FOOTBALL	CLUB,	WESTON	HOMES	COMMUNITY	STADIUM	OVERHEAD	PLAN:	

 We will perform in the center of the pitch and towards the West Stand. We will be seated in the 
JOBSERVE/Family stand. 
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EVENT:	Essex	Cricket	Ground		
Address: New Wriole Street, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 0PG  

TICKETS:		
All family and performers are welcome to aoend the game free of charge but it would be great to 
know numbers of parents and friends if you are able to collate so we can try to allocate seajng areas 
for them when we arrive.  

TOILETS:	
We do not have a pracjce or a holding area on the cricket site so if you need to go to the bathroom 
we ask to make sure you do this in advance they are to your lek of the seajng area and down some 
steps. Also PLEASE NOTE the hot water tap in the bathrooms is scalding so please make dancers 
aware to take care when washing their hands.  

FOOD	AND	REFRESHMENTS:		
There is a café just behind our seajng area but please refrain from lepng children buy drinks and 
food unjl we have performed. Also as a lead chaperone for your ground can I remind you that 
alcoholic beverages should not be consumed, and we must remind you that we are not responsible 
for your dancers.  

We will have dance captains and other staff to help us organise and navigate around the space. We 
will perform at half jme approx. 8.15pm.  

PARKING:		
There is NO PARKING for cars, coaches or busses, please use local pay and display car parks of which 
there are in walking distance to the grounds.  

We suggest parking in Moulsham Street (George Street) Car Park as it is open unjl 12PM and can be 
accessed via New London Road and again, is a 5 minute walk via New Wriole Street. The postcode for 
this car park is CM2 0LG. 

Please check parking before you arrive as some of the Chelmsford car parks close before 6 pm  
hop://www.chelmsford.gov.uk/maps/car-parks 
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ESSEX	CRICKET	GROUND,	CHELMSFORD	OVERHEAD	PLAN:	
  
	

We will be seated in the Family stand (area 5) and will perform towards the pavilion in the same 
formajon as at the football ground (12). This is subject to change due to restricjons on the use of 
the pitch area. Therefore, the formajon maybe amended at the mass rehearsal. 
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EVENT:	Jim	Peters	Stadium:	QuadKids	AthleTc	Championships	Opening	Ceremony:		
 

Address: Jim Peter’s Stadium, formerly Mayesbrook, Park Athlejcs Arena, Lodge Avenue, Dagenham, 
RM8 2JR  

DETAILS	ON	THE	DAY:		
Enter the Athlejcs track via the gate to the right hand side of the green sports centre building. You 
will be met by our Events Coordinator and Mass Coordinator, you will register and sign in.  

You will then be shown to our holding space. Once we all arrive at Jim Peter’s Stadium we will 
rehearsal in the space as a full dress so please come dressed and ready to go.  

Compejtors for the QuadKids will start to arrive from 9.00am  

At 9.30 we will perform Bard to Bollywood to our audience.   

9.45am Groups to return to their schools to fill in their evaluajon forms, sign out and are free to 
leave.  

TICKETS:		
Parents are permioed to watch the event jckets are NOT required, BUT MUST NOT be in the holding 
or performance area with the performers.  
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TOILETS:		
Toilets are available in the Pavilion building. We advise all to bring as few bags as possible and bring a 
drink to the event.  

PARKING:		
Parking is limited on the day and we do not have any designated spaces but is free to park in the 
Barking Sportshouse, adjacent to the Jim Peters Stadium.  

At Jim Peters stadium, the dancers will enter from the opposite end of the stadium and assemble 
(see annotated diagram below) to perform facing friends and family (see above). The exit will be a 
procession around the running track and will be rehearsed on the day of the Mass rehearsal. We 
encourage teachers to choreograph an exit processional, using movements that travel forward but 
that can also be performed on the spot and repeated if necessary to transit them back to their 
holding areas. Dancers can also ‘improvise’ movement but we would discourage this as it may look 
messy and lack impact.  
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FOR ALL REHEARSALS AND PERFORMANCES;  
WEATHER	
If the weather is going to affect our performance, we will contact you in advance of the 
performance at the earliest opportunity to let you know whether the performance is being 
moved or being cancelled.  

TRAFFIC;		
If you are stuck in traffic on route to a performance, then please try and let us know so that 
we can account for your absence.  

UNFORSEEABLE	CIRCUMSTANCES;	
If a member of your group is unwell and can either not attend or is ill during the events, 
please let us know but don’t worry about the performance. We will be on hand to help you 
and your group in the case of a dancer being unable to perform.  

FIRST	AID	PROCEDURE;	
A number of our team are first aid trained. But in the first instance, please contact EMMA 
MEEK: 07561 267 332 who will then act as a first responder and oversee any further 
treatment by the first aid team on site.  
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ADAPTATION AND INCLUSIVE PRACTICE 
We have designed the choreography to be accessible for all participants and abilities. We also 
want the leaders delivering the work to feel empowered and able to make changes to suit the 
needs of their groups. We have summarised a few different ideas and approaches here but 
please, feel free to adapt the work as you feel necessary. The performance intention is the 
most important thing to retain and will also help dancers with adapted material to feel part of 
the choreography as a whole.  
We are happy to work with you and your group in a workshop to adapt the choreography to 
make it accessible so please get in touch if this is something you would be interested in 
pursuing. Below are some adaptation ideas based on aspects of the choreography that may 
need adaptation;  

LEVELS:	

There are not any transfers to the ground for logistical reasons but there is a moment of full 
knee flexion in the finale. This can become a simple shift of the focus down to the floor, for 
example. High level material is also minimal but jumps can be omitted and high level can be 
indicated for wheelchair users by encouraging a good posture and use of projection through 
the focus and encouraging a upright posture (if appropriate).  

FACINGS:	
		
Feel free to use your judgement and simplify or omit material to achieve the correct facing. 
This will allow the overall impact and focus of the choreography to look the most effective and 
also help the dancer to remain orientated with the rest of their group.  

UPPER	BODY	GESTURES:	

We have used lots of different upper body gestures as these are the most likely to be seen 
during a mass performance. If these are too fast at any stage they can be slowed down, 
simplified or omitted as you see fit. The performance quality should be the focus in order for 
that dancer to gain the most satisfaction from performing the movements and feeling 
integrated with the performance. 

TRAVELLING:	

Our travelling movements generally avoid diagonals and always return to ‘home base’. For 
example, if you have a wheelchair user then we would suggest omitting the upper body 
movements that occur with moments of travel, in order that they can move from and return 
to their own home base and remain in time with the rest of the group. This can also be 
applied to any performer who may find travel and coordination challenging.  
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CREATIVE	TASKS:	
		
These are a great opportunity to choreograph material that is ‘tailor made’ to your group. Use 
the guidance notes and resources at your discretion but also feel free to encourage creativity 
within the group. Furthermore, you may want to use these sections to repeat choreography 
from another section or take aspects of it, so that your dancers can consolidate it and 
therefore increase their enjoyment of the choreography as a whole.  

ENTRANCE	AND	EXITS:	

The MONTAGUES will enter from ‘stage left’ and the CAPULETS from ‘stage right’. We are 
including entrance and exit music so the performance starts and ends at the edges of the 
space. We will take into consideration groups with additional needs and will give them an 
appropriate location to perform so that these transitions run smoothly.  

FURTHER RESOURCES: 

On the next page, you will find additional resources to enrich your teaching of the BARD TO 
BOLLYWOOD choreography. These resources are suggested and also include ideas for the 
creation of the CREATIVE sections within the choreography.  
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APPENDIX 1: CREATIVE SECTION 1: SHAKESPEAREAN CHARACTERS 

These tasks can be used to help you create your first creajve secjon based on the plot of ‘Romeo and Juliet’, 

along with character types found in the play. We have idenjfied four character types that tend to appear in  

his plays and which we have created movement, to kick start this secjon of ‘BARD TO BOLLYWOOD’. 

Aker the first six bars of this secjon, you have 6 bars of 8 (plus an addijonal bard of 8, to return to your home 

bases) where you can explore your space, using movement or freeze frames, or a combinajon of both. 

1ST CREATIVE TASK: 

As a group: Think about the play/film/book of Romeo and Juliet.  

GET	INTO	GROUPS	OF	4	AND	MIND	MAP	YOUR	OUTCOMES	

	

• As a group, walk through space. 
Try out: A Nobel Man, Villain, Jester, Maiden.  
Look around the room: See if you could copy somebody else’s style/approach. 

Go and talk to someone who you think is exploring the same character,  
How do you travel toward them?    

• How might you greet them, handshake? bow/courtesy?  

•  Find somebody who you think is the complete opposite to you? How do you travel toward and greet? 

• Ask the students to explore the way in which their posture changed, in accordance to each character. 

• How did they use their spine? 

• Did they change the rhythm/pace of walking? 

• Did they avoid, or seek eye contact and so.  
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CREATIVE 

TASK 

10/15 

Minutes

CREATIVE 

TASK 

10/15 

Minutes

Who’s Who What the theme 
is?

Where this is 
happening Year/
Country

What they are 
wearing

Where they 
live

What they eat? Where they socialise Jobs

Social status Educajon Religion Culture



!

• If the group is responding well to this task, ask them to consider and play with language. 

• What language might their character use? 

• What accent would they have?  

DEVELOPMENT 

     Return to groups of 4. Each choose a character: Nobel Man, Villain, Jester, Maiden 

     Over 8 counts, explore a short movement response, portraying their character  
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CREATIVE 

TASK 

20/25 

Minutes

EXTENSION 

Share your work among your group. Explore how these solo’s may be danced as a duet, or a whole group 
conversajon. Are key movements/elements emerging, that feel like they now need to travel, be repeated, 

increase/decrease in scale. Does it need to jump? Is there an invitajon for a lik? Contact work? 

AND REMEMBER…… 
You can use this task to create duets, quartets or whole group movement depending on what 
you feel would work best with your work. Please use the last count of 8 to return dancers to 
their ‘homebase’.  
		

Explore this ‘scene’ over 4 x 8 bars, to get a feel for narrajve and characterisajon.  
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APPENDIX 2: CHARACTERISATION 

We want to encourage performers to use drama skills as dance skills, to convey the themes within Bard to 

Bollywood. We have included some ideas below based around drama skills that might also encourage the correct 

performance skills for the creajve tasks and the entrance, which is also an important part of our performance, 

establishing the rivalry between the Montagues and Capulets. 

 

FREEZE FRAMES 

  As a group, explore what props might be used in performance/film/books/tv/theatre.  

  For instance, a car, table tree etc.  

  How might the character interact with this prop? Heavily sit on a chair. Put something lightly  

on a table etc.  

 

DEVELOPMENT  

Ask students to get into groups of 4 and create: 

1.A bench 

2.A car 

3.A scene depicjng anger 

4.A scene depicjng love 

5.A scene depicjng celebrajon 
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 TASK 
5/10 

Minutes

- Point out key ideas which truly represent the given theme. As a class, examine what ideas are employed, 

making the scene successful through clear communicajon. 

- Were they have been 100% focused on their role within the scene? If not, did this detract from our belief 

when watching 

- Have they successfully conveyed character and relajonships through facial expression, posijoning and use 

or intenjonal avoidance of contact? 

- Did they think about orientajon, proximity, use of body and space? 

- Could a student observer, try direcjng any of these elements, as a way of progressing the integrity of the 

piece?

CREATIVE 

TASK 

20/25 Minutes
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HOW CAN WE BEGIN TO DEVELOP THE INTENTION BEHIND OUR WORK? 

Movement Ideas  

  Love and Conflict                  Anger and Power 

In groups of 3 or 4, create a scene which depicts one from the list above.  

How might you convey this emojon? 

EXTENSION CONTINUED: 

For instance, conflict. 

What thoughts, feelings, emojons materialise in the moment of conflict? 

Fear   

        Adrenaline  

                                     Anxiety 

                  Determinajon  

        Mojvajon  

As a group, how could each students convey this feeling. What would you need to do in order to express this?  

Consider the use of posture, posijoning, use of focus, gesture etc  

Look at the following images.  

How does the actors/animals gesture communicate to us when we observe this image? 
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EXTENSION 

Chose a theme/emojon and set the scene. 

Choose an emojon, derived from the same scene and emojon. Explore how you can find one posture and  

gesture, to communicate your place within the scene. 
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Where are you? Who are you? Why are you, in relajon to others? 

Present	 your	 ideas	 to	 the	 class.	 Allow	 the	 audience	 to	 guess	 the	 narra8ve.	 Can	 they	 direct	 through	
altera8on	of	posi8oning,	facial	expression,	orienta8on,	proximity?	

This	 can	support	 ideas	 for	CREATIVE	2;	The	 interfamily	DANCE	OFF	 (see	APPENDIX	6	 for	 further	



!
APPENDIX 3: INDIAN DANCE  
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APPENDIX 4: BALLET; POSITIONS OF THE FEET 

The posijon of the foot, is determined by the rotajon at the top of the thigh bone in the hip socket.  
You must NEVER force the feet outwardly. A good way to help a beginner is by asking them to stand 
with their feet together and toes point forwards and then moving the toes outwards whilst the heels 
remain on the floor. This will allow them to find what is known as ‘natural turn out’. Look out for 
clenched feet, misaligned knees and loss of balance as these are usually indicators that use of turn 
out is not correct. Also remind dancers to keep an equal amount of weight in their liole and big toe 
metatarsals (the balls of the feet). 

First Posijon  

With your heels touching stand in your best turnout. Let your feet melt  
into the floor to give your dancing secure roots. 

  

Second Posijon  

Keep the turnout you established in first posijon, and 

stand with your heels aligned under your shoulders.  

  

Third Posijon  

Cross one foot to the middle of the other. Check that your hips  
are centred equally over your feet, and not allowed to twist  
forward or back.. 

  

 Fourth Posijon  
Here your feet are crossed , as in fikh posijon, but they are separated by 

approximately one foot length. In this advanced posijon, you must work hard to 

centre your hips between your feet, and equalise your turnout and weight 

placement. 
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APPENDIX 5: BASIC YOGA POSITIONS 

These posijons are some that you could try with your groups when warming up and cooling down.  
Moving slowly through these posijons could work well with a primary group whilst a SUN 
SALUTATION could provide more challenging warm up for an older or more able group. Remember 
that you should use warm up and cool down to safely prepare your group for dance acjvity and to 
avoid injury. Therefore, make sure you use ideas and posijons that you feel comfortable with so that 
you can teach safely.  
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APPENDIX 6: CREATIVE SECTION 2. THE DANCE OFF (SECTION 5B) 

The second creajve task leads into the finale of Bard to Bollywood and is a fantasjc opportunity to 
give your group members creajve ownership of a duet. As you are aware, each dancer will be 
labelled as A or B and will be stood next to a counterpart (see diagram in overview secjon).  In this 
secjon, there are 8 bars of 8 counts to fill with a ‘dance off’ duet. Each dancer has 8 counts to dance 
towards their counterpart as follows; B,A,B,A,B,A,B,A. Below we have included some ideas and 
teaching points to help with the delivery of this task and how to get the best from your students;  

IDEAS	FOR	MOVEMENT	
This secjon is danced to Bollywood style music and throughout the piece the dancers will have 
accessed a range of dance styles. Therefore, the content of this secjon can use movement that has 
already been taught and can be customised and changed as necessary. Alternajvely, it can be 
movement created by you or your dancers and should use an appropriate range and style of 
movement that you should oversee and give feedback on. All movement should be performed 
towards their partner and with a commioed performance style (see below). The result should be a 
high energy and exhilarajng secjon of movement bursjng with creajvity and energy.  

ENCOURAGING	PERFORMANCE	TECHNIQUES	
In Appendix 1 we have given you some visual resources to encourage discussion about the rivalry 
associated with the feuding families within Romeo and Juliet. Ask your dancers to think of the dance 
off like an A,B conversajon . They could write one to start things off or they could think about the 
storyline of the play or even a scene with two characters having a disagreement from the same 
family.  
There are many versions and interpretajons of this famous Shakespeare text and you could start 
sessions by showing a clip from one of these famous versions; 

- WEST SIDE STORY (Based on the original story and translated to 1950s New York)  
- BAZ LUHRMANNS ‘ROMEO AND JULIET’ 
- ‘ROMEO AND JULIET’ (BALLET VERSION) 

You may also wish to share videos or images of dance performance from the Street Dance Genre. For 
example, ZOONATION and BOY BLUE are both professional Street Dance companies based in the UK 
who may inspire your dancers. Remember, Bollywood is a FUSION of different styles and therefore 
the emphasis should remain on creajve outcomes and the communicajon of the theme.  
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THINGS	TO	DISCOURAGE		
Common sense prevails here. We would prefer your dancers not to make physical contact that is 
aggressive or suggests physical aggression during this secjon. We would also like all movement to 
wherever possible remain in home bases. The idea behind this secjon is to suggest a disagreement 
between the dancers. It should not extend into a fight scene either as a duet or as a whole group as 
this will disrupt the flow of the overall choreography and storyline.  

FURTHER RESOURCES 

BELOW:	WEST	SIDE	STORY	(FILM) 

BELOW:		ZOONATION	DANCE	COMPANY	

BELOW:	BOY	BLUE	DANCE	COMPANY/	ENTERTAINMENT	
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DANCE ARTIST DELIVERY BOOKING FORM 

ALL	BOOKINGS	MUST	BE	IN	BY	FRIDAY	27	JANUARY	2017	
- If you are a Barking and Dagenham school, you are enjtled to receive 2 x 1 hours of FREE 

support 
- For all others in Essex sepngs, if you have brought the workshop package please book in 

your 3 x 2 hours of workshops below. 

The lead teacher must be present at all jmes during the workshops to superintend the students and 
to support in team teaching. If the teacher is not present, the dance arjst reserves the right to refuse 
to deliver the session. 

School Name

Lead Teacher

Lead Teacher Email

Preferred	Start	Tme	and	day	for	your	workshops

Workshop 1

Workshop 2

Workshop 3 

Which year group will we be working 
with?

How many students are in your group?  
(36 MAX)

Special	Requirements?	

Please provide some details about you 
group/s, in order to assist the arjsts in 
planning for your session. (Such as 
physical or learning disability, visual or 
learning impairment, injury, behavioural 
or medical condijons.) 
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TSHIRT BOOKING FORM	

Tshirt’s will be at a cost of £8.00 per dancer. Please return this form with full payment and your 
Tshirts will be given out at the Mass Rehearsal dates. 

The form along with payment must be back by MONDAY	6	MARCH	2017 

Sizes 
Children’s T-shirts come in ages and Adults in chest sizes (be aware they do come up small)  

Please write the number required in the boxed provided and total below with cost   

 3-4 years   9-11 years 

 5-6 years    12-13 years  

 7-8 years 

Small chest 34 – 36 (Size 10-12)       Medium chest 38 – 40 (Size 14-16) 

      
      Large chest 42- 44 (Size 18-20)      Extra Large chest 46-48 (Size 22)   

 
Extra Large chest 46-48 (Size 22)      2XL chest 50 – 52  (Size 24)  

 
TOTAL	COST	@	£8.00	EACH	

How are you paying?         Cheque enclosed? 
           Please Tick  

Would like an invoice sent to the address above?  YES/NO  
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School Name

Lead Teacher

Lead Teacher Email
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Medical and Media Consent Dancers 
This form must be completed by all parjcipants and signed by a parent or guardian for those under 
18 years of age. Details will be kept on file indefinitely unless you let us know in wrijng to withdraw 
you from our database. Personal details will NOT be given to any third parjes.  
 
Parjcipajng Name:  

School Aoending:  
 
Parjcipant Date     Age on 6th March 2017 
Of Birth: 

Home Address: (inc. town & postcode)  

 
In case of emergency; Parent or Guardian Name (at least one):  

Phone:  
 
Please	Tck	box(s)	
I (the parent/guardian named above) give my consent for my child to aoend and parjcipate in  
workshops acjvijes and performances delivered by The Dance Network Associajon CIC   

I give my consent for my child to be photographed and/or filmed during acjvijes related to 
the The Dance Network Associajon CIC’s projects and that the photos and films will be kept  
and owned by The Dance Network Associajon CIC and may be used in all school/ educajon 
and community markejng material, publicity and press in the future; in print, on the internet or in 
broadcast, only revealing personal details if further consent has been sought and given from the 
above details. 

OR (if the parjcipant is 18 or over): 

I am a parjcipant over the age of 18. I confirm that I give my consent to be photographed and 
/or filmed and that the photographs and films will be kept and owned by The Dance Network 
Associajon CIC  
and may be used in all School/ educajon and community markejng material, publicity and press in 
the future; in print, on the internet or in broadcast, only revealing personal details if further consent 
has been sought and given. 

 
Signature:                                       Name:        
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Register of Dancers and lead chaperones/teachers etc	

One register must be completed for each performance event and mass rehearsal  

Event Aoending:  
School Name:  
Lead Contact and Telephone Number on the day of the event:  
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Name Surname Adult Chaperone/Teacher or Dance (if you 
are also teacher dancing with your group, 
please describe as Adult Dance

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
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Register of Dancers and lead chaperones/teachers etc 	

One register must be completed for each performance event and mass rehearsal  

Event Aoending:  
School Name:  
Lead Contact and Telephone Number on the day of the event: 
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Name Surname Adult Chaperone/Teacher or Dance (if you 
are also teacher dancing with your group, 
please describe as Adult Dance

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36
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Number of Parents/Friends Aoending Each Event	

This form will be given to the events grounds to organise our seats and spaces.  

 

School Name:  
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LocaTon Performance	 Number	Arending	

Colchester United Football 
Stadium 

Saturday 6 May 2017

Essex Cricket Ground, 
Chelmsford 

Tuesday 4 July 2017

Jim Peters Athlejc Stadium  
(B&D Groups ONLY) 

Thursday 15 June 2017


